
Baby Pisetskaya And Her Daughter Flora
Tetelman 

This is a picture of my daughter Flora Tetelman and me in our apartment. The photo was taken in
Odessa in 2001. In 1948 I married Misha Tetelman. Our daughter Flora was born in Odessa in 1949.
I quit my job to take care of the children - I had already a son Vladimir from my first marriage. My
second husband got fond of drinking and life with him became unbearable. When Flora went to
school in 1956 I divorced my husband. Misha died of cerebral hemorrhage in 1967. He was buried
in the Jewish cemetery. After we divorced I went to work as commodity manager at the diner and
restaurant trust. Then I became diner director at the Epsilon plant. When there was a cholera
epidemic in Odessa in 1970 I quit my job. I got another job offer at the quality assurance
department of the plant. Later I worked as logistics supervisor at the plant. My department was
responsible for non-ferrous metal supplies. I still took part in the amateur art club, where I sang.
We gave concerts in Berdiansk and Leningrad. Flora and I lived in our old apartment and my father
received a new apartment in Tiraspolskaya Street nearby. My daughter Flora finished school in
1967. She went to work as a quality controller at the resistance unit plant. Later she came to work
at the Epsilon plant. In 1973 Flora married a Russian man. They didn't have any children. Their
marriage failed and they got divorced. Flora never remarried. In 1978 I received a two-bedroom
apartment on the ninth floor in a house in Bocharov Street in Kotovskiy district of Odessa. Flora and
I moved there. We both worked at the Epsilon plant. We had good salaries and bought new
furniture, a TV set and a fridge on installments. When I went on business trips I always bought
books: in the 1970s and 1980s there were better supplies of Russian fiction and books by foreign
authors to provincial towns. Flora and I loved each other dearly. She was a wonderful daughter. Our
friends, relatives, my son, my daughter-in-law Rita and my grandson Felix often came to see us. I
got along well with Rita and I loved my grandson. I spent my vacations in recreation centers in the
Caucasus. I bought vacations at the plant that were mostly paid by the trade union. I went to
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resorts such as Pitsunda, Gagry, Sochi, Adler and Kobuleti. In 1992 I fell severely ill and had to go
to hospital. My daughter Flora spent most of her time taking care of me in hospital.
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